Thank you for your order. Please refer to your Order Form when making your payment.

*Required Field

*Order Number: ___________________________  *Payment Amount: ___________________________

---

PLEASE READ AND ACKNOWLEDGE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BELOW:

Copyright:
The researcher must obtain permission to publish, exhibit, perform, reproduce, prepare derivative works from, sell or otherwise distribute the item from the holder of the original copyright. San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park possesses physical property rights through ownership of the materials. However, copyright may reside with the individual or corporate body responsible for the materials, or with the estate. Permission to reproduce or publish from these collections must be secured by the researcher from the copyright holders.

☐ *I have read the Copyright notice.

Permission to Publish:
This form does not give permission for use in publication. If your order is intended for publication, please complete a Notice of Intent to Publish or Use form. Permission to publish refers only to the physical property held by San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park and does not grant copyright.

☐ *I have read the Permission to Publish notice.

Credit Line:
All published images must be accompanied by the Park's credit line. The preferred citation is: "Courtesy of San Francisco Maritime NHP".

☐ *I have read the Credit Line notice.